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Dear Sir/Madam...
 
                The present Government and Labour have
approved the opening of many gas, oil, frack gassing,
areas in the north of Australia as well as the disastrous
Adani Mine. All these projects need to be stopped. In
particular, The Narrabi Underground Mine Stage 3
Extension Project. The Arctic Ice pack that used to be
hundreds of years old is now about 75% GONE in
thickness and diameter. The majority of the ice up there
is no older than 2 years. Arctic warming, methane
emissions from Permafrost and the ocean floor from a
rapidly warming Arctic, is adding heavily to The Green
House Effect. It hit 100F record temperature in The
Arctic Circle recently, a record...! It RAINED in
Greenland for the first time in recorded history....! 
These are recent observations from NASA and NOAA
and many Climate Change experts. If the ice up there
goes and we have an open water event with no re
freezing of the ice, the air conditioner of the earth will be
DEAD and the regulation of the air and water
temperatures and the currents governing them will also
be DEAD. This will lead to rapid and climate change
extinction level event over the entire earth. So, you see
the urgency in getting rid of all coal, gas, frack gas and
oil use VERY RAPIDLY...! Liberal and Labour have
closed their eyes to this..! They give a time span of 2050.
This event up north will happen before 2030....! So, you
see the urgency in this matter. Please do not authorise
The Narrabi Underground Mine extension and please
inform all those responsible for the other mines to close



them IMMEDIATLY and stop all exports of coal and
gas. The urgency is VERY GREAT on this matter as
outlined above. The truth of this can be gleaned from the
online reports freely available for all to see.
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